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Question

Answer

1

Which Austrian former tennis professional (b. 1976) is pictured here?

2

Which Australian-based fashion designer is this?

3

Which Australian entrepreneur (b. 1951) is pictured here?

4

By what alliterative two-word title is this building material commonly known?

5

Now immortalised at the SCG, by what one-word nickname is Australian cricket fan
Stephen Harold Gascoigne (1878 - 1942) best remembered?

6

Which vertically-opening gate was typically used in medieval fortifications?

Which word describes a portable, round tent covered with skins and used as a
dwelling by nomads in Central Asia?
Though he never held the event world record (his one apparent record was later
8 deemed ineligible as the course was around 150 metres short), which athlete won
three consecutive New York marathons from 1980-82?
9 Who is the founder and executive chairman of Aussie Home Loans?
Who was Permanent Secretary of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs from 198110
88, the first aborigine to hold such a senior position?
11 Which Egyptian president was assassinated in 1981?
7

12

A spinoff from 'Soap", which US TV comedy ran for 158 episodes between 1979 and
1986? Robert Guillaume played the title role as butler to a dysfunctional family.

13 South Australia's premier horse racing venue is located in which Adelaide suburb?
14

As at 2015, which is the only golf major to retain a full 18 hole playoff in the event of
a tie?

15 The fictional detective Nero Wolfe was created by which American writer?
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

T is second with 10, but with which letter of the alphabet do a record 12 elements of
the periodic table commence?
Which is the only country in the Commonwealth of Nations located on the South
American mainland?
The term 'Chicano' (or 'Chicana') is sometimes used in the United States to identify
migrants from which foreign country?
Under Islamic law, which term beginning with 'H' refers to any object or action which
is permissible to use or engage in?
Which Pentecostal megachurch was founded by Frank Houston in 1983 in northwestern Sydney? It now has multiple campuses across Australia and overseas,
attracting some 30,000 worshippers each week.
How long is a drag racing strip?
Who both succeeded and preceded Vladimir Putin as President of Russia?
Twelve people died when which extremely toxic nerve agent was released on the
Tokyo subway in March 1995?

24 In which middle-eastern country are the ruins of the ancient city of Petra located?
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25 Which British 'scripted-reality' TV show is sometimes known as 'TOWIE'?
26 Derived from the Latin word for 'confer', what does the abbreviation 'cf.' mean?
Possibly the least stable band in music history, which R&B vocal group has had 60+
27 members since being formed in 1953? They have been inducted into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame twice (under slightly different names) are still performing today!
28 In which state or territory is the Pine Gap satellite tracking station located?
29 The sea-witch Ursula is the antagonist of which Disney film title character?
Which literary heroine is an orphan, attends Lowood school, becomes a governess
and ultimately marries Edward Rochester?
Which German-born American won the Academy Award for Best Music in 1985 for
31
'Gigi' and in 1959 for “Porgy & Bess'?
30

32 In 2015 which car manufacturer admitted falsifying data emissions for its diesel cars?
33

Which chess piece captures in a different direction to that in which it otherwise
moves?

34 Following the split of Sudan, what is now the largest African country by area?
In mathematics, which terms describes a positive integer that is equal to the sum of
all its proper positive divisors?
36 Peggy' is a common diminutive of which female given name?
Which British author (1903-1966) was, from 1929 to 1930, married to a woman with
37
the same given name as him?
35

38 In 2006, Naypyidaw became the capital city of which south-east Asian country?
39 Bee Gees Way is located in which Queensland city?
Along with his backing band 'The Range', who released the hit 1986 bluegrass album
40
'The Way It Is'?
Created in 1991, which annual awards for scientific research recognise achievements
41
that 'first make people laugh, and then make them think'?
42 Which language has the most native speakers in the EU?
43

Ridden by Darren Beadman and trained by Bart Cummings, which winner of the 1990
Melbourne Cup still holds the race record of 3 minutes, 16.3 seconds?

44 Which AFL/VFL club has 'won' a record 27 wooden spoons since 1901?
Which Irish swimmer won three gold medals at the 1996 Atlanta Olympics before
45
being banned for tampering with a urine sample?
46 Prince Charles was born in which year?
47 Which Queen of England had 5 stepmothers?
Actress Mandy McElhinney appeared as the love-struck Rhonda in a series of TV
48
advertisements from 2012-2014 for which insurance company?
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What is the maximum number of characters that can appear in a single Twitter
'tweet'?
First broadcast in 1992 and with over 5,700 episodes to date, which hospital-based
soap opera is New Zealand's longest running TV drama?
Which car model was named after Henry Ford's son?
What name is given to the liquid part of blood in which the blood cells are
suspended?
Which poet's works include 'The Lady of Shallott' and 'The Charge of the Light
Brigade'?
Which musical group had a 1977 hit with 'Chanson D'Amour'?
Which 1934 song's lyrics include references to Mahatma Gandhi, the Mona Lisa and
Mickey Mouse?

56 Which toxicological maxim is derived from the Latin 'sola dosis facit venenum'?
57
58
59
60
61
62

Which is the largest Philippines island by area, and also home to the capital city
Manila?
Which given name was shared by composers Rachmaninov and Prokofiev?
Perry is an alcoholic drink similar to cider, made not from apples but from which
fruit?
Which Anglo-Irish statesman [1729-1797] first said 'All that is necessary for the
triumph of evil is that good men do nothing.'?
Which two words are missing from the last line of this 1896 poem by Banjo
Patterson? 'A horse's back is good enough henceforth for x y.'
Carly Simon's 1977 hit 'Nobody Does It Better' was the theme to which James Bond
movie?

63 The decompression sickness ‘the bends’ is caused by gas bubbles of which element?
According to the title of a Shakespeare play, what is the collective term for a group
of mistakes?
In 1903, which former Queensland premier became the first Chief Justice of the High
65
Court of Australia?
66 Oolong is a variety of which beverage?
The country music radio program 'The Grand Ole Opry' has been broadcast since
67
1925 from which American city?
64

68 Including 2 micro-states, Italy shares land borders with how many countries?
69 In 2012 the New Jersey Nets NBA team relocated to which New York borough?
70 How many separate scoring areas are there on a standard dartboard?
Which construction includes the sections Badaling, Juyongguan Pass, Simatai and
71
Arrow Nock, among others?
The word ‘salary’ originally referred to a Roman soldier's allowance for the purchase
72
of which commodity?
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Nicknamed 'DSK', which French International Monetary Fund official was indicted on
73 a charge of sexually assaulting a hotel maid in New York in 2011? The criminal
charges were subsequently dropped. All 3 names required!
74 9 Australian cricket grounds have hosted a Test match. 3 of them are in which state?
75

There are countless variations, but it is generally based on cabbage, radish or
cucumber. Which fermented dish is the national dish of Korea?

76 What is the signature item of the English clothing manufacturer Lee Cooper?
77

Popular in Mexico, what is the bright container (often in the shape of a donkey) that
children smash with sticks to reveal the sweets inside?

78 As at October 2015, how may former Australian prime ministers are still alive?
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

Captain James Stirling (1791 – 1865) was the first Governor of which Australian
state?
RSC Anderlecht is a top division football (soccer) club in which European country?
Which American city is colloquially known as 'The Big Easy'?
Which cyclone devastated Innisfail in 2006?
Which Australian is a current member of both the national cricket and football
(soccer) teams?
By what nickname is Penfolds Bin 389 colloquially known, referencing its similarity to
an iconic (but much more expensive) Australian wine?
Which mid-west American state is known as the 'Buckeye State'?

86 Which 6-letter word can be a flowering tree, a type of honey, or a Canberra suburb?
87 Giallo is the Italian word for which colour?
88 Which swamp-rock band was formed by brothers John and Tom Fogarty in 1967?
Which letter of the alphabet precedes a 3 or 4 digit number in the food additive
89
classification system?
90 Former UN General Secretary Kofi Annan hails from which west-African country?
Captain Barnacle, Kwazii and Peso are among the characters on which children's TV
91
show?
The UN Human Development Index is a comparative measure of life expectancy,
literacy, education, standards of living, and quality of life. In its 2013 data set, which
92
Caribbean country ranked third in the north and central America and Caribbean
region, following the USA and Canada?
93 In which country is the airline company Boeing based?
94 Sockeye is a species of which fish?
95 What is the only German city that has four T’s in its name?
96 What name was the city of St Petersburg known by between 1924 and 1991?
Which B vitamin is recommended for pregnant women to protect against various
97
congenital deformities?
Since 1995, Britain's Jonathan Edwards has held the world record in which athletic
98
event?
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99 Bruce Willis portrayed a character called David Addison in which 1980s US TV series?
100 Sharing its name with a bird, what is India's best-selling brand of beer?
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